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The Representatives of ASEP-CELLs Project Management Office
and Solar Solutions visited an Indigenous community-owned
micro-hydropower system  in Malibcong, Abra



To boost the research publication skills and to fast-
track the writing progress of the Visayas CELL team
members, a research writing workshop series is being
conducted. To date, the team has already conducted
three (3) separate workshops in the series dated January
22-24, 2021 for Workshop 1, March 26-28, 2021 for
Workshop 2, and July 10-12, 2021 for Workshop 3. 

The workshop series aims to support the team in
producing quality scientific papers and case study
reports which are essential in the attainment of the
objectives of the  ASEP-CELLs project. Also, the project
team believes that scientific writing skills and
communicating research findings in an effective way are
not innate skills, but ones that are developed and
sharpened with active and continued engagement in
research and writing activities. 

With all the necessary data gathered from the project
sites, the workshops were conducted focusing on the
organization of a scientific research paper. In addition,
participants learned about the publication process
from a science journal editor's perspective, choosing
the right science journal for their paper, and
navigating peer review. 

The in-house workshops were facilitated by Dr. Evelyn
Taboada, a highly experienced researcher who is also
the Project Lead of the Visayas CELL. The participants
of the workshops were the five (5) faculty researchers,
one (1) research assistant, and the two (2) MS Electrical
Engineering students serving as graduate research
assistants of the project. 
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The Visayas CELL conducts research writing workshop series to boost the research publication skills and to fast-track the writing progress of the team members

VISAYAS CELL HOLDS A
RESEARCH WRITING
WORKSHOP SERIES



Moreover, opportunities geared towards building
resilience may be explored by reversing the
components and drivers of risks to renewable energy.

The ASEP-CELLs project through the Manila
Observatory has been developing a space-based
renewable energy decision support system that will
help identify renewable energy options for
development by mapping the different renewable
energy resources availability, determining the
corresponding resource potential, and conducting risk
assessment in the national, regional, and local scales.
The space-based decision support system is expected
to contribute to increasing the share of renewable
energy in the Philippine energy mix and support
sustainable development and inclusive growth by
promoting energy efficiency. 

The transition to renewable energy is one of the ways
that can help address the increasing global demand for
energy as well as promote social and economic
development and improve human well-being. It also
contributes to the mitigation of climate change,
through the reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions from energy systems.
                                     
Geospatial data and geographic information systems
(GIS) support the complex decision-making process
and aid in mapping the location, scope, and potentials
of renewable energy resources. At present, there is an
emerging need to map risks to renewable energy.
However, risk represents a very complex network
relationship of variables, which include hazards,
exposures, and vulnerabilities. Mapping these
components of risk enables the visualization and
potential coordination of risk-sensitive options for the
deployment of renewable energy. 
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MAPPING RISKS TO RE: A VALUE-ADDED FEATURE OF
A SPACE-BASED DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM

Maps developed by the Manila Observatory-Geomatics for Environment Laboratory

Framework developed by the Manila Observatory-Geomatics for Environment Laboratory



Comparative Policy in Energy Transitions, developed and to be taught by former Department of
Energy (DOE) Secretary Dr. Francisco Viray; 
Business of Energy, developed and to be taught by Former National Renewable Energy Board
(NREB) Chairperson Atty. Pedro Maniego, Jr.; 
Energy Governance and Management, developed and to be taught by former NREB Chairperson
Atty. Monalisa Dimalanta; and 
Energy Innovations and the Environment, developed and to be taught by former DENR
Undersecretary and AsoG dean, Antonio La Viña, JSD. 

Last August 2021, the Ateneo School of Government (ASoG)  accepted 18 applicants into the Master in
Public Management Energy Transitions track (MPM-ET), the Philippines’ pioneering course on Energy
Policy. They join other students of the MPM-ET track who began their program in January 2021.

The new students of the Energy Transitions track kicked off the first term of the 18-month MPM program
last August 28, 2021. They attended synchronous sessions in their respective core MPM courses that
center on ethical leadership and public governance. The enrollees vary from managers to staff-level,
belonging to the energy sector across national government agencies, local government units, non-
governmental organizations, and the private sector. 

All MPM students will initially take the ASOG MPM core courses in the first three terms of their program.
In their fourth term, they will begin their specialization in the energy track with two Energy Transitions
courses. Among the six energy electives in the said Energy Transitions track are: 

The Development of the Track
 
The MPM-ET was developed by the ASoG, under the nationwide project Access for Sustainable Energy
Programme-Clean Energy Living Laboratories (ASEP-CELLs), funded by the European Union (EU). 

Ateneo’s Commitment to Sustainable Stewardship of the Earth

Besides being produced through the ASEP-CELLs project, the MPM Energy Transitions track is also in
line with the commitment of the Ateneo de Manila University towards sustainability.

In the 3rd Ateneo Sustainability Report led by the Ateneo Institute of Sustainability, former Ateneo
President Fr. Jose Ramon Villarin SJ highlighted the mission of Ateneo which is to form “persons who can
lead communities and institutions with courage and compassion to a more sustainable future.” This
corresponds to the 4th of the Society of Jesus’s Universal Apostolic Preferences: Caring for Our Common
Home, through which the Jesuits aim to pursue collaborations with institutions that share concern for the
protection and renewal of God’s creation. At the same time, the Jesuits’ 4th Apostolic Preference is linked
to Pope Francis’ call to care for earth as our common home, when he declared climate change as a global
problem in his 2015 encyclical, Laudato Si’.
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A S O G  W E L C O M E S  N E W  S T U D E N T S  I N
T H E  M P M - E N E R G Y  T R A N S I T I O N S  T R A C K
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The MPM-ET resonates with these calls for sustainability and protection of the environment, as the track aims
for the professional and academic development of policy analysts, public managers, and civil society
advocates. 

Online Learning

As public health concerns continue to render on-site and face-to-face classes risky, ASoG’s classes remain
online, on the AteneoBlueCloud, which is the philosophy, principles, and framework of the Ateneo de Manila
University for effective online learning. The main framework of instruction is called Adaptive Design for
Learning (ADL), which focuses on five key principles: adaptability (to the students’ contexts and conditions);
active and interactive learning; 3Cs of learning--content, coach, and community; asynchronous learning;
and modularity. To facilitate online learning and teaching, faculty and students make use of the Zoom
platform for synchronous sessions and the university-wide learning management system, Canvas, for
asynchronous activities.

The latest batch of  ASoG MPM-ET students is expected to complete their degrees by March 2023. ASoG is
open to engagements with institutional partners who may be interested in sending representatives of their
organizations to the program. The Academic team may be reached via email: academic.asog@ateneo.edu. For
more information on the ASOG MPM Energy Transitions track, please visit bit.ly/ASOGEnergyTrack2021.

This article was originally published in the Ateneo School of Government website.

ASEP-CELLS AND ICLEI SEAS TRAIN PARTNER
LGUS ON LOCAL EE&C PLANNING

On 16 – 17, 19 – 20 and 31 August 2021, ASEP-CELLs and the ICLEI-Local Governments for Sustainability
Southeast Asia Secretariat (ICLEI SEAS) conducted separate virtual workshops for the local government units
(LGU) of Bohol, Santa Rosa, and Cagayan De Oro on crafting a Local Energy Efficiency and Conservation Plan
(LEECP), a key requirement of the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Act (EE&C Act). The workshop was
based on the LEECP Guidebook being developed by ICLEI SEAS through ASEP-CELLs and the Department of
Energy - Energy Utilization and Management Bureau (DOE-EUMB).

Around 60 participants from the partner LGUs, including members of Bohol’s energy advisory group and
technical officers from other Bohol municipalities, participated in the workshops. ICLEI SEAS consultant for
the LEECP Guidebook, Engr. Charlton Materum, DOE-EUMB, and the DOE Visayas and Mindanao field
offices served as resource persons for the workshop. Apart from the organizational and structural
requirements in formulating, monitoring, and evaluating a LEECP, the workshop incorporated the DOE
energy audit process and the LGU Energy Code which reinforces and integrates national energy policies,
programs, and mechanisms into local development plans. As part of the energy audit exercise, DOE and
ICLEI SEAS also provided feedback on the LGUs photos of their respective offices to discuss energy
performance opportunities and gaps. 

The three LGUs were able to assess and come up with their respective LEECPs. In the case of Bohol, the
workshop and previous activities of ASEP-CELLs kickstarted the collection and monitoring of data to
comply with the EE&C Act and the Government Energy Management Program (GEMP). Meanwhile, Cagayan
de Oro and Santa Rosa noted that EE&C measures can also contribute to reducing their greenhouse gas
emissions. Bohol’s Provincial Planning and Development Coordinator John Titus Vistal declared: “We are
grateful for the assistance of ASEP-CELLs and ICLEI SEAS in helping us to act on the requirements of the
EE&C Act and GEMP.”

The workshop shall be followed by another capacity-building activity on crafting a project proposal scheduled  
October this year. ICLEI SEAS shall likewise endeavor to finalize the LEECP Guidebook by September before
turning it over to the DOE-EUMB as reference of the LGUs in formulating the LEECP.

ICLEI SEAS lead LEECP Workshops with Bohol, Cagayan de Oro, and Santa Rosa Local Government Units

mailto:academic.asog@ateneo.edu
https://www.ateneo.edu/aps/asog/MPMET2021B
https://www.ateneo.edu/aps/asog/news/ASOGWelcomesEnergyTrackStudents
https://asepcells.ph/


Luzon CELL held its fifth and sixth Energy Policy
Series (EPS) last July 9, and August 27, 2021
respectively, drawing participants across
government, industry, academia, and civil society.

The fifth EPS introduced the working paper of
Senior Research Fellow Dr. Michael Abrigo and
research assistant Ms. Ma. Kristina Ortiz, titled
“Residential Electricity Consumption Over the
Demographic Transition in the Philippines”,
where they discussed the effects of population
ageing on electricity demand.

The working paper first described the residential
electricity demand as a product of three factors,
namely: (1) electrification rate, (2) size of a population
by age, and (3) average usage by age. It then
explained that the growth in residential electricity
demand can be attributed to access (increase in
electrification rate), scale (increase in population),
and intensity (increase in usage intensity by the
population). The age of the population is classified
under intensity. Dr. Abrigo and Ms. Ortiz’s paper also
expounded on how the demographic transition in the
country can raise per capita income and, in turn,
increase the consumption of residential electricity. 

As a reactor, Dr. Karl Jandoc of the University of
the Philippines School of Economics emphasized
the important contribution of the research
grounded on the context of a developing country
instead of previous research that focused on
developed countries. 

For his technical comments, Dr. Jandoc said it
would be helpful to discuss the effects of
technological improvements in the efficiency of
electrical appliances, which affect consumption.
He also suggested having controls for this in the
study’s models. 

Dr. Jandoc commented that a similar decomposition
analysis might be applied on expenditures and not on
electricity consumption alone. His final suggestion
was to consider the difference in electricity
consumption for residents in rural and urban areas. 

The open forum, moderated by Dr. Laarni Escresa,
touched on various factors that could affect
electricity demand, such as technology innovation,
climate change, and other uncertainties such as the
pandemic. The open forum also raised the need for
strategic planning to prioritize innovation, social
welfare, and sustainability as the aging population
will significantly affect electricity demand. Other
discussion points highlighted the most probable
scenarios in electricity demand in the years to come.

On the sixth iteration of the EPS, Research Fellow
Mr. John Charles Altomonte presented his paper,
titled ”Renewable energy policy failure in the
Philippines: A case of socially embedded selection
pressures”. The paper examined the factors
contributing to the failure of renewable energy policy
in the country.
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LUZON CELL’S ENERGY POLICY SERIES CONTINUES
TO ENGAGE THE PUBLIC IN ENERGY RESEARCH

The panel of the fifth Energy Policy Series: ASEP-CELLs’ senior research fellow Dr. Michael RM Abrigo, Research Assistant Ms. Ma. Kristina Ortiz, Assistant Professor Karl
Robert L. Jandoc, Ph.D., and Associate Professor Laarni Escresa, Ph.D., of the University of the Philippines School of Economics



The presentation discussed two aspects of RE
policy in the Philippines: policy outcomes and
selection pressures exhibited in the policy
network. Mr. Altomonte also introduced the
concept of social embeddedness, which describes
the ties within the Philippine RE policy network.
The main concern of the paper, he said, was to
“see how these ties are segmented within the
fabric of the policy network”.

As a discussant, Dr. Mary Ann Quirapas-Franco
highlighted the distinctiveness of the study in
using a socio-technical approach to analyze the
situation of RE policy adaption in the Philippines.
Dr. Quirapas-Franco also commented on the
theoretical clarifications and empirical data
presentation. She inquired about the conceptual
boundaries of the network discovered by the study
and any specific actors and institutions involved. 
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The open forum, moderated by Dr. Lorafe Lozano,
revolved around the sociopolitical landscape of
Philippine RE policy. Discussion points included
the presence of other factors, other than social
ties, that hinder RE policy growth, alternatives in
RE policy implementation, and potential business
models that could support it.

As an important venue of policy outreach for
energy efficiency, energy access, and/or
renewable energy towards sustainable and
inclusive growth, the EPS has consistently drawn
over a hundred participants.

Despite the ASEP-CELLs coming to a close at the
end of the year, the EPS continues with three
more research projects in the final quarter of 2021
that will explore the intersection of health,
finance, and economy with the energy sector. 

The panel of the sixth Energy Policy Series: ASEP-CELLs’ senior research fellow Mr. John Charles Altomonte, Dr. Mary Ann Quirapas-Franco from the Energy Studies Institute
of the National University of Singapore, Dr. Lorafe Lozano from the University of San Carlos



ASEP-CELLS, ICLEI SEAS LEAD MANDANAS
RULING AND EE&C DISCUSSIONS
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The ASEP-CELLs and the ICLEI – Local
Governments for Sustainability Southeast Asia
Secretariat (ICLEI SEAS) conducted  virtual
discussions earlier this year regarding the
Supreme Court’s Mandanas Ruling and the Local
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Plan (LEECP)—
a key requirement of the Energy Efficiency and
Conservation (EE&C) Act.

The policies are expected to affect the response of
Local Government Units (LGUs) to the EE&C Act
and the Government Energy Management Program
(GEMP), the overarching national EE&C program.
ASEP-CELLs and ICLEI SEAS held the roundtable
discussion on the Mandanas Ruling on 18 March
2021. Almost 30 participants from government
agencies involved in the decision’s implementation
were present to discuss its salient points.

The Supreme Court’s ruling on the Mandanas case
entails transferring particular basic services from
the national executive branch to LGUs, increasing
the latter’s fiscal responsibilities

Present for the discussion were Department of
Budget and Management (DBM) Undersecretary
Laura Pascua; Department of Energy Assistant
Secretary Caron Aicitel Lascano, DOE-EUMB
Director Patrick Aquino; Department of Finance
Director Ma. Pamela Quizon; the Government
Procurement Policy Board OIC-Division Chief
Atty. Katherine Rose Merza; and National
Economic and Development Authority Senior
Economic Development Specialist Narcielyn
Rizal-Tanchiatco.

Representatives from the ASEP-Technical
Assistance and the Ateneo School of Government
also raised vital questions related to financing
concerns and functions of LGUs.

The ruling is not anticipated to significantly impact
EE&C localization as the LGUs have discretion on
local projects and program implementations. DBM,
chair of the inter-agency committee on the
devolution process, highlighted that the additional
resources can in fact help LGUs establish their
respective Local EE&C Offices, a primary
requirement of the EE&C Act. 

The full devolution is expected to take effect by
2022 through Executive Order No. 138 that will
officially transfer certain national executive
functions to LGUs.

Meanwhile, the LEECP discussion on 22 July 2021
gathered feedback on the LEECP Guidebook, a
resource in formulating, assessing, and aligning
local EEC strategies based on the EE&C Act and
the DOE directives. 

Jointly developed by ASEP-CELLs and ICLEI SEAS,
the LEECP Guidebook supports the DOE-Energy
Utilization Management Bureau (DOE-EUMB) and
LGUs in mainstreaming EE&C in local planning.

The consultation also conveyed the need to
integrate the LGU Energy Code, the LGUs’ Local
Climate Change Action Plan (LCCAP), the National
CCAP, and other relevant local development plans
to streamline LEECP development. In attendance
were DOE-EUMB, ASOG, ASEP-TA, University of
San Carlos, Xavier University, and the Philippine
Institute of Energy Management Professionals. The
guidebook was also shared with the Department of
the Interior and Local Government - Bureau of
Local Government Development for evaluation.

The LEECP Guidebook is currently undergoing
another round of review. The revised version will
be presented by September and will be submitted
for DOE approval before year-end.

ASEP-CELLs, ICLEI SEAS, DOE, DoF, and NEDA representatives attended the roundtable discussion on Mandanas Ruling and the EE&C Act

https://asepcells.ph/
https://icleiseas.org/


SIGNING CEREMONY FOR THE MEMORANDUM
OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN MINDACELLS
AND CAPITOL UNIVERSITY
With the aim to elevate the campaign of the Philippines’ transition to clean energy through research,
advocacy, and capacity enhancement, the Mindanao Clean Energy Living Laboratories (MindaCELLs) has
been actively engaging with several partners in Northern Mindanao during the course of the project.  Said
engagements paved the way to the possible adoption of the project’s research products, specifically the
renewable energy modules, by several universities in the region.

In May 2021, the efforts of these engagements bore fruit with the signing of the Memorandum of
Understanding between Xavier University, thru MindaCELLs, and Capitol University, through its
College of Engineering. The partnership between the two universities covers several provisions, such as
i) utilization of Renewable Energy Modules; ii) conduct of capacity building activities (including
webinar series), and iii) collaborative efforts in developing researches related to clean energy.

The MOU signing was attended by Atty. Casimiro Juarez, Jr. President of Capitol University, Dr. Amor de
Torres, the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Engr. Geneveve Gabule, Dean of the College of
Engineering. Xavier University was represented by Engr. Gail de la Rita, Assistant to the Vice President
for Social Development, Engr. Dexter Lo, Director for Social Development - Institutional Societal
Engagement, Dr. Rogelio Golez, Jr. Project Leader, and Ms. Julemer Ann Aying, Project Manager. 

With an overall project objective of empowering key stakeholders to effectively respond to energy
challenges, the utilization of the training manual was deemed relevant by both parties.  
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Dr. Rogelio Golez (Project Leader), Julemer Ann Aying (Project Manager), Engr. Geneveve Gabule (Dean, CU College of Engineering), Engr. Gail de la Rita (Asst to VP for
Social Development), Dr. Amor de Torres (CU’s VP for Academic Affairs), Engr. Dexter Lo (SD-ISE Director), and Atty Casimiro Juarez, Jr. (President, Capitol University)



LUZON CELL’S ENERGY TRAINING SERIES CLOSES
WITH SIMULTANEOUS COURSES IN ENERGY AME
The Executive Education (ExecEd) Program concluded its 7-
month long Energy Training Series with two back-to-back short
courses on Energy Assessment, Monitoring and Evaluation
(AME). The ExecEd Program is the training arm of the Ateneo
School of Government, which serves as the project’s Luzon CELL.
The training sessions were held from July 26 to July 30, 2021,
with 68 participants from 14 local government units (LGUs) and
non-governmental organizations from across the country.

Titled “Energy Use Assessment: Ensuring Successful Local
Energy Transition through Strategic Analysis of Energy Policies”
and “Energy Use Monitoring & Evaluation: Continuing the
Success of Local Energy Policies through Monitoring and
Evaluation,” the training courses were designed to provide
participants with the skills, knowledge, and abilities necessary to
achieve the most efficient and cost-effective use of energy, as
well as to keep track of the energy-saving targets that are
critical to the success of their Local Energy Efficiency &
Conservation Plans (LEECPs).

There are four modules in these trainings namely (1) An
Introduction to the Energy Efficiency and Conservation; (2) Energy
Use Assessment; (3) Monitoring and Target-setting of Energy
Efficiency & Conservation; and 4) Benefits and Spillovers of Energy
Monitoring & Evaluation.

The virtual training utilized synchronous
sessions with renowned experts and
practitioners, including Department of
Energy-Energy Utilization and Management
Bureau Director, Mr. Patrick T. Aquino, CESO
III; Chairman of the US-ASEAN Fellowship for
Science and Technology, Dr. Glenn S.
Banaguas; and Sustainable development and
Renewable Technologies Expert, Engr.
Charlton Y. Materum.

This Energy Training Series is part of the
deliverables for the ASEP-CELLs Project’s
capability-building pillar. 

The two training courses followed executive
courses in Energy Leadership, Energy
Planning, Energy Policy Development, and
Energy Financing. More than 180 participants
from 31 local governments and organizations
across the country joined the training series,
which was organized in collaboration with the
Department of Energy (DOE) and the Local
Government Academy (LGA).
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The Executive Education Energy Training Series was attended by various energy stakeholders and policy makers in the country



ASEP-CELLS DELIVERS FINANCIAL LITERACY
TRAINING TO ISLAND BENEFICIARIES
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ASEP-CELLs Project Officer, Medea Delos Santos-Dolor, delivered a financial literacy training for the solar PV system beneficiaries of Gilutongan and Cohagan Island, Cebu

The ASEP-CELLs Project Management Office
delivered a Financial Literacy Training to the
Solar PV System beneficiaries in Gilutongan and
Cohagan Islands. The training aimed to
complement the expected rise of economic
activity in the island brought about by the
improved access to electricity.

ASEP-CELLs Project Officer, Medea Delos Santos-
Dolor, talked about basic budgeting and income
management among the beneficiaries. The
training also delved deeper into the social aspects
of financial management such as accumulating
debt and the challenges of saving money for the
future. Conducted in a participatory and personal
manner, the beneficiaries shared their struggles
to manage their income and expenses.

The training shed light on the importance of
having a sustainable safety net through savings.
Some of the beneficiaries were able to use the
technology delivered by the ASEP-CELLs project
in productive ways. A couple of beneficiaries run
a sari-sari store on the island and expected an
increase in their income as they sell cold cuts, ice,
and other electricity-dependent goods. 

With this, Dolor encouraged the beneficiaries to
set aside at least 5-20% of their income. She
shared that expenses should be calculated by
subtracting the goal savings from the income.

Dolor also discussed the art of budgeting among
the beneficiaries. She emphasized the importance
of knowing one’s expenses, savings, and income
and handling it properly. The beneficiaries were
taught about a basic weekly budgeting template
that they may use for their households.

The training also informed the beneficiaries
about the importance of investments. Grounding
the examples on their day-to-day lives, Dolor
encouraged the beneficiaries to save up for
long-term investments. These can be in a form
of (1) a boat that they can use for fishing or
tourist transportation, (2) small businesses that
may provide daily income, or (3) insurance plans
that they may benefit them in the future. The
project envisions that by equipping the
beneficiaries with sustainable financial
knowledge, the rise of economic activities in the
island will also be sustained. 
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STORIES FROM THE FIELD:
GILUTONGAN, CAOHAGAN, AND CAUBIAN ISLAND

Principal Maria Niña Aying of Caohagan Elementary School

On Education

As part of the project’s deliverables, the Visayas CELLs team installed a
nano-grid Solar PV System for off-grid island schools in the outskirts of
Cebu. One of the beneficiary schools is an elementary school in
Caohagan Island.

We talked to its principal, Maria Niña Aying, to gather their feedback
and insights about the ASEP-CELLs initiative. Principal Aying has been
living on the island and serving the school for 14 years.
 
She was very thankful for the project as it came to them during a very
challenging time. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions, the
students were forced to learn via modular mode. This means that the
teachers would print 50% of the module needs of the school while
importing the other 50% from the mainland.
 
This setup is especially challenging for island schools like theirs. Since
they do not have 24/7 access to electricity, they found it difficult to
produce the 50% module needs of the school. Luckily, the school was
chosen as a beneficiary of the project. Now, the teachers are able to
work more efficiently and sustain the module needs of their entire
student population.
 
To ensure the sustainability of the technology, they will be allocating a
portion of their maintenance budget for the solar PVs. Principal Aying
also included this in the School Improvement Plan and Annual
Procurement Plan which will be sent to DepEd to permanently integrate
the technology into their system.

In the nearby island of Caubian, we talked to Felix Sagarino, the Head
Teacher of Felipe F. Matbagon Memorial (FFMM) Elementary and High
School. He is newly appointed and started working in the school in 2020.
 
Before the installation of solar PV in the school, they had no lighting.
The students struggled to see what was written on the board during
face-to-face classes.

Similar to the case of Caohagan Elementary School, FFMM is also tasked
to produce 50% of the modules and import the other 50%. They have
been able to do this regularly now that they have access to electricity.
Head Teacher Sagarino mentioned that their school is crowded, with
more than 50 students per class. Each student receives modules that
have approximately 55 pages of lessons and homework per week.
 
The solar PV installation also paved the way for the utilization of new
television sets and other multi-media tools in each classroom. The school
looks forward to conducting limited face-to-face schooling this 2021.
 
To ensure the sustainability of the technology, he aims to include the
maintenance of the solar PVs on their Annual Procurement Plan. He also
aims to designate a specific school staff to maintain their solar PV system.

Head Teavher Felix Sagarino of  Felipe F. Matbagon
Memorial (FFMM) Elementary and High School
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Barangay Health Worker Emma Balingit of Caohagan Island

On Health

This ASEP-CELLs initiative also contributed to the improvement of health
care in the islands amid the pandemic. To identify the effect of the
project on the island through the perspective of health, we interviewed
Emma Balingit, who serves as the barangay health worker of Caohagan
Island. She’s been serving the community for over 27 years.
                                                      
She said that before the pandemic, very few community members would
consult the barangay health center because they have the resources and
access to the mainland hospitals when they are sick. However, when the
people lost their income due to the COVID-19 lockdown and travel
restrictions, they started to visit the barangay health center more frequently.
The electricity that was made available to the barangay health center was
especially useful during the sudden peak of consultations and checkups. 
 
We also talked to Elizabeth Ebrado who offers traditional hilot (ancient
Filipino art of healing) for the community. She stopped working for the
barangay health center a few years ago, but still provides childbirth
assistance to the community. As a midwife, she said that the electricity from
the project was also helpful during the childbirth process of some
community members.

On Micro Small and Medium Enterprises

Life on the island is harder than before the pandemic because the community heavily relied on tourists for their
livelihood. Only locals can visit now but their profit is much less than when foreign tourists visit their island. 
                                  
On January 31, 2021, the Caohagan Island business center opened. It is powered by the nano-solar PV system
brought by the project. It is collaboratively managed and operated by the Kababayen-an sa Opon nga Nagkahiusa
alang sa Kalamboan (KONKA) Caohagan Chapter. We talked to their President, Josephine Nanoy, to solicit her
feedback and insights about this ASEP-CELLs initiative. 

Each KONKA member does a half-day shift in the business center and earns from the profit of the center. The
profit is equally divided among the members, but there is no regular schedule for the disbursement of dividends.
Josephine informed us that since the business center opened, revenue has been well. 
  
As a group, their relationship has been good even before the establishment of the business center. But Josephine
emphasized that working together for the business center allowed them to strengthen their bond and rapport. 

Addressing the basic needs of the island, they also plan to add school supplies, rice, plastic housewares, and more
canned goods in their store. The group is also actively saving money for the maintenance cost of the solar PVs
system and ensure its sustainability.

KONKA President Josephine Nanoy during the launching and blessing of the solar PV system that will provide power for Caohagan Island's Business Center and Barangay Hall
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In the nearby island of Gilutongan, we also talked to Dolorita Saturos, who is one of the beneficiaries of the
household Solar PV project of Visayas CELL. Dolorita said that their livelihood as boat operators and store owners
was also greatly affected by the pandemic – citing a 70% decrease in their monthly income as a family. She also
mentioned that most of her children lost their livelihood on the mainland and were forced to go back to their
homes on the island.
 
Coping with the effects of the pandemic, she continues to run her store and was able to power a refrigerator due
to the project. She now sells frozen, processed food to the community. She also plans to expand her business by
buying a freezer, which will be used to store cold cuts and fresh fish.

With the rise of unemployment in the community and the continuous need to deliver education among the
islands’ children amid the COVID-19 pandemic, energy access and security have never been more important.
The beneficiaries of the ASEP-CELLs project are grateful for the timeliness and relevance of the solar PV
electrification initiative. They emphasized how helpful it was to gain access to electricity during these difficult
times. Their experience highlights the need for improved policies and initiatives that aim to provide energy
access among off-grid, energy-poor communities in the country. 

With assistance to communities like Gilutongan, Caohagan, and Caubian, the ASEP-CELLs Project continues to
help the DOE in achieving 100% rural electrification through renewable energy and promoting energy efficiency
towards sustainable and inclusive development.

Dolorita Saturos, a local sari-sari store owner, is one of the beneficiaries of household solar PV system in Gilutongan Island

KONKA President Josephine Nanoy maintains and oversees the Caohagan Island's Business Center alongside the other members of the women's association
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ASEP-CELLS PROJECT MONITORING AND EVALUATION:
INSIGHTS AND FIELD REFLECTION

Development projects in the Philippines like ASEP-CELLs are centered on a rights-based approach. As such,
these projects aim to alleviate specific societal issues in Philippine communities such as poverty, health, women’s
rights, and access to clean, quality, and affordable energy sources. An essential part of ensuring that project
goals and objectives are fulfilled is through Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E). Thus, the main role of the
Monitoring and Evaluation Officer in a development project is to ensure that deliverables and activities are
completed within the target timeline and the goals and objectives are met.  

In ASEP-CELLs monitoring activities, the M&E looks at reported documents of all the partners and relates this to
the target activities based on their submitted work plans. Apart from this, actual field monitoring is conducted to
participate, observe, validate, and learn from the different aspects and dynamics of project implementation.
Since the project is national and multi-partner in scope, field visits are conducted in selected provinces in Luzon,
Visayas, and Mindanao. The visits also serve as a venue to extend support to the partners, identify gaps, and
resolve issues together.

“You take something with you, Hopefully you leave something good behind”              
Anthony Bourdain

The first time I visited Gilutongan Island in Cebu, we conducted a focused group discussion and consultation
meeting with the community regarding the installation of a nano-solar PV system for selected households.
The community members shared experiences and problems on the island. They also shared their dreams of
having access to electricity that would strengthen the learning capacity of students, improve their livelihood,
and enhance the overall quality of life of the people on the island. Before we left the island, one of the nanays
(mother-figure) in the community said “Gihangyo ko nga mabantayan ako sa salida Probinsyano sa
Disyembre”. In direct translation, she was hopeful that she would be able to watch popular TV shows such as
“Ang Probinsyano” in December 2020 when the RE system is finally installed. When we came back in March
2021 for the launching and operationalization of the system, we celebrated this event with the community and
stakeholders. I told nanay that despite the delay, she can now watch “Ang Probinsyano.” She replied to me
with the sincerest smile and joy.

The ASEP-CELLs M&E Officer Neoman Roxas provided a speech during the launching and blessing of solar PV systems in Caohagan Island Elementary School and Business Center



Another remarkable experience was our visit to Malibcong, Abra where we looked into the micro hydropower system being
utilized by different indigenous tribes in that area. We were able to interact and integrate with the community, formal and
informal leaders, and caretakers of their micro hydropower system. They shared their experiences in developing and
sustaining the micro-hydro system guided by the principle of Bayanihan -- where responsibility is shared for the benefit of the
whole community. The community representatives also shared detailed social determinants of development based on their
experience in the aspects of health, security, livelihood, education, and others. Overall, the team was also able to do fieldwork
and missions in Cagayan de Oro, Mindoro, and Bukidnon, despite the pandemic and travel restrictions. 

Looking back, I know that, we, as development workers achieved our objectives in terms of data gathering and gauging
perceptions and experiences needed for the different project studies and research papers. More than that, I hope that we were
able to leave something positive in the context of development work. 

I hope that our interventions were able to change lives for the better and contribute or complement the process of ownership,
accountability, and sustainability. The promotion of energy transition at the national level and contribution to renewable
energy access of communities has a direct effect on the overall context of social determinants of development. As the project
moves closer to completion, we hope that our accomplishments will benefit future generations. 
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The ASEP-CELLs M&E Officer Neoman Roxas alongside Solar Solutions staff and local representatives during their fieldwork in Malibcong, Abra

Solar Solutions Raffy Concepcion, Dr. Erees Macabebe, ASEP-CELLs M&E Officer Neoman Roxas, and Research Assistant Jirehmar Isles during their fieldwork in Malibcong, Abra



Access to Sustainable Energy Programme-Clean Energy Living Laboratories Project (ASEP-CELLs)  is funded by
the European Union and implemented by the Ateneo School of Government (ASoG) in partnership with Manila
Observatory (MO), ICLEI-SEAS, Xavier University (XU) and University of San Carlos (USC).

The project supports the Department of Energy through the funding of the European Union in achieving 100%
rural electrification through renewable energy, thus increasing the share of renewable energy in the Philippines’
energy mix, and promoting energy efficiency towards sustainable and inclusive growth. From 2019 to 2021, ASEP-
CELLs will build knowledge management, invest in capacity-building and promote advocacy.

Through its CELLs in Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao, the project will produce research studies to enhance energy
policy-making and program interventions, strengthen capacities to help institutions better respond to
sustainable low-carbon renewable energy challenges; and increase public awareness and stakeholder
engagement to sustain political support and commitment to low-carbon renewable energy pathway, energy
efficiency, and energy access.

Specifically, ASEP-CELLs’ researches and activities will (a) recommend appropriate sites and technologies
through profiling and mapping; (b) enhance existing energy policies and programs through assessment studies;
(c) streamline mandates of institutions to ensure effective and collaborative implementation;(d) strengthen
capacities of institutions and energy specialists to mainstream national energy policies and plans into local
governance through technical assistance and knowledge exchange activities; (e) empower social enterprises
towards the creation of jobs to support and sustain community-based energy initiatives and   (f) open channels of
advocacy platforms for sustained dialogue.

Know more about ASEP-CELLs through asepcells.ph.
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